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Teaching Earth system science presents unique challenges to inquiry-based methods be-
cause the subject matter is often found outside of classroom walls and is unique to each
community. Furthermore, student investigations of Earth systems in their community require
that educators possess the sufficient content knowledge to engage learners in open inquiry,
observations, and analysis.

Through Enhanced Earth System Teaching through Regional and Local (ReaL) Earth In-
quiry, a professional development (PD) and curriculum materials development project
funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF DRL 0733303), we are developing an ap-
proach oriented around place-based observation and analysis that employs
(1) a "virtual fieldwork experience" (VFE) approach to engaging students,
(2) teacher-friendly content resources that facilitate interpretation of local examples,
and
(3) teacher PD programs in each region to foster implementation and prototype our ap-
proaches.

ReaL ESS is designed and implemented with careful attention to research
on effective science teacher professional development; to the science of
how people learn; and to the nature of scientific inquiry.

The content resources being developed include a nationwide series of "Teacher-
Friendly Guides" for teaching about regional and local Earth science. The series,
available online at TeacherFriendlyGuide.org, will include seven guides at the end
of the project: Northeastern, Southeastern, Midwestern, South Central, Rocky Mou-
tain, Southwestern, and Western.

Through the collaborative process of creating a
VFE of the workshop field sites, teachers learn
the skills needed to create a VFE of their local
site and to consider their local environment as a
classroom.


VFE creation requires close study of field sites
with considerations of what would be relevant to
a scientist in the field. This is explicitly intended
to be a step towards actual fieldwork with stu-

dents.

Critical to developing broad Earth systems science
literacy is the synthesis of a concise list of principles
that are essential to understanding the Earth. “What
is vital for all Americans to understand about Earth?”
To provide an underlying network of literacy prin-
ciples that cut across the Earth science content of the
project, we are using a set of five big ideas and two
overarching questions. The ultimate goal of the
project is for students to apply an inquiry-based
understanding of Earth systems to their personal
lives, thinking of and answering questions about
processes in the natural world around them.

Fieldwork is crucial to geology education, yet in 2006, 24% of Earth science teachers were not Earth science certified (CCSSO, 2009). Is it reasonable to expect teachers who have not had field
experience themselves to lead meaningful fieldwork for their students? Fieldwork is a core activity for applying inquiry to real-world scenarios. How can we support teachers in using local and
regional geology to teach Earth science in an inquiry-based way?

 The PD program begins with a face-to-face workshop involving fieldwork at geologically interesting sites. This provides a brief, mentored introduction to fieldwork.


 As teachers work in the field and classroom, they also collaboratively create a virtualfieldwork experience of the field sites for use in their classrooms.


 The program continues post-workshop through virtual study groups in which the teachers complete the VFE they began during the workshop and support each other as they create VFEs of
sites near their schools.

Virtual FieldWORK involves the kind of active inquiry experienced
during problem solving at actual field sites. A real-life example in-
volving science research is the Mars Rover Expedition.

As the project continues, a database of VFEs at VirtualField-
work.org will grow to become a resource not only for teachers in the
program but for any teacher or interested learner.

The question, "Why does this place look the way it does?" is an
overarching question in any given virtual fieldwork context.
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Instructions for creating VFEs, including exercises focusing on scale, are
available at virtualfieldwork.org.


